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RULES TO REMEMBER

Timekeepers! These rules are very important to your job. Remove this page from your manual and keep them near your computer for quick-reference as you learn the system.

**EDB SUPPORT:**
All transaction data to be fed into the payroll computer MUST be supported by a current appointment and distribution in the EDB.

**POSITIVE TIME:**
You must confirm, add to, or change pre-listed time for positive paid employees to ensure the employee is paid for all positive time reported.

**ADJUSTMENT TRANSACTIONS:**
Pay period ending dates within an adjustment transaction are independent of the pay period ending date and pay cycle entered when scheduling the transaction.

**ADJUSTMENT TRANSACTIONS:**
For all adjustment transactions, must supply four scheduling elements:
1. Transaction screen (function)
2. Person (employee ID)
3. Pay Cycle
4. Pay Cycle Period Ending Date

**RETRIEVE COMMAND:**
Initial transaction(s) must first be updated before subsequent distributions(s) can be retrieved.

**COPY COMMAND:**
A transaction cannot be copied until has first been updated.
LEAVE REPORTING:
To report leave time for employees for the current pay period, use the Time Input roster.

LEAVE REPORTING:
To report leave time for employees for pay period older than one month, use the LX (Late Time) adjustment transaction function.

BLOCKED TRANSACTIONS:
Time entered in a "blocked" transaction will not feed into the transaction holding file. Thus, the employee will not be paid for the time reported in the blocked transaction.

EXPENSE TRANSFERS: (Contracts and Grants)
If an expense transfer is required due to CHANGE IN ORIGINAL DECISION, you must provide irrefutable documentation and the signature of principal investigator.

MASS TRANSFERS:
Only contiguous lines within a single salary subaccount within a single month can be transferred using the Mass Transfer (EDTM) function.

MASS TRANSFERS:
A mass transfer cannot begin or end with a pay line indicating $0.00 gross (i.e., SKL or VLA).